
Wedding Bubbles & Bells
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

TIP: Drill holes into basswood rounds to 
accommodate embellished bubble tubes.

Embellish-ready bubbles and bells for a wedding day you won’t forget.



2. Ready, set, sparkle
Something old, something new, something 

sparkly, something blue. Just pour extra-fine 
glitter into bubble tubes and tie on tags 

(they come as is) with coordinating ribbon. 
Next stop: wedded bliss.

1. Best Wishes
Grab a box of bubbles, and head to the 

Papercrafting Department—that’s where we 
found the decorative tape and Mr. & Mrs. stickers 

for these pretties. (The blue at the bottom is 
confetti from here in the Wedding Department.)
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3. Show & Bell
It wouldn’t be a wedding without bells, 

ribbon and diamonds (even if they are the 
confetti variety). Glue a cardstock tag to the 
back, and you’ve got place settings made in 

minutes! Sans tags, they make darling decor.

4. All that Glitters
Grab your gals, and host a wedding-day 
craft party. For these favors, you’ll need 

bells, burlap ribbon, double-sided adhesive, 
glitter and a good time. (You and your girls 

will take care of that last one.)
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6. Shake it
Set out these DIY’d shakers, and tell your guests to 

make some noise as you and your mister walk down 
the aisle. Cut a slit in the bottom of a shaker peg to 
accommodate the bell’s tab. Then glue the peg to 

the bell, and embellish to your heart’s content.

5. On the Bubble
Classic case of double-duty DIYs: Dolled-up 
bubbles in a sand-filled vase make lovely 

table decor and are there for the taking when 
you and your beau make your grand exit. 

Tip: The rhinestones are self-adhesive!
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Wish Upon 
a Wand 
A magical wedding day isn’t 
complete without a fairytale 
send-off. Just paint dowel 
rods, run ribbons through 
the holes in the bells, and 
tie them to the dowel. Bridal 
bonus: The waving wands 
photograph beautifully!

Bundle 
of Joy 
Bundles and bundles of 
bubbles, oh my! Secure 
bubble tubes together with 
ribbon, and tie on mini rose 
picks to mimic the look of 
a dainty arrangement. For 
extra ooh la la, add a faux 
diamond to the mix.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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Change of Heart 
You’re all dolled up on your big day—and your bubbles 

should be too. Ours are outfitted in scrapbook paper 
suits and ribbon bowties and accessorized with paper 
hearts, beads and chenille stem hearts. Dapper, no?

Give Me a Ring 
You’re looking at elegant wedding bells 

that come just like you see them—except 
we swapped the string they come with for 

rope trim to match our ceremony colors. 


